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ObjecDve

DBA Virtual Test Harness for Malcode DissecDon

• Dynamic binary analysis (DBA) of malcode
countering encryp:on, obfusca:on transforma:ons
and an:‐reverse engineering techniques
• Transforma:on of control/data ﬂow graphs (CFG/
DFG) into seman:cally tagged instruc:on sequences
related to lifecycle behaviors of self‐replica:ng
malcode – so called behavior templates
• Model iden:ﬁca:on of behavior templates allowing
for structural taxonomy of malcode
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• Model generaliza:on of behavior templates allowing
for behavior mo/fs and malcode phylogene:c
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Architecture
The architecture will support workﬂows and processes
to build malcode structural databases from dynamic
binary analysis and then mine the databases for
behavior templates and behavior mo:fs.
During the dynamic binary analysis both the self‐
modifying behavior such as unpacking or unencryp:ng
and the unpacked / unencrypted malcode will be
captured. During the mining of the databases, the
seman:cally‐tagged instruc:ons and their control/data
dependencies will normalize all observed instruc:on
sequences and eliminate all control/data paths
involved in obfusca:on. Lastly, the lightweight
emula:on does not invoke any debug registers and
cannot therefore be detected by an:‐reverse
engineering mechanisms.
The architecture allows for dynamic binary analysis to
create coarse grain (seman:c thread graph) and ﬁne
grain features (seman:cally‐tagged instruc:on
sequences and abstract syntax trees). The coarse grain
features allow for the iden:ﬁca:on of high level
lifecycle components found in self‐replica:ng malcode.
The ﬁne grain features allow for understanding of the
algorithms and data ﬂows each lifecycle component
uses. Both coarse and ﬁne grain features can assist in
understanding both the unique and common design
features of malcode. They represent “templates” which
can be applied generically across many classes of
malcode. The further development of these coarse
grain and ﬁne grain features will lead to a prac:cal
means to describe malcode as “templated” behaviors.
These “behavior template models” can be used for
paQern matching per:nent to unique features when
comparing malcode sets. Common features found in
collected malcode sets, on the other hand, can be
iden:ﬁed through the genera:on of “mo:fs” of coarse
and ﬁne grain features.

ValidaDon
•Speciﬁca:on of behavior template models based on
observed behaviors
• Model iden:ﬁca:on and matching
• Iden:fy behavior templates and mo:fs in a wide
variety of self‐replica:ng malcode
•Applied to > 50,000 malcode samples

